THE COMMON CAUSE HANDBOOK

A Guide to Values and Frames for Campaigners, Community Organisers, Civil Servants, Fundraisers, Educators, Social Entrepreneurs, Activists, Funders, Politicians, and everyone in between.
ABOUT PIRC

PIRC’s work focuses on building a sustainable society. Over the past four years, we’ve unwittingly found ourselves contending with values in three areas of our work. Firstly, we’ve run up against policies containing implicit value assumptions, like economic cost-benefit analyses that price people’s lives or time differently depending on their income. Secondly, we’ve recommended policies ourselves for cutting emissions that have relied on appeals to values we feel uncomfortable promoting. Thirdly, in our work on communicating climate change, it’s become obvious that facts alone aren’t enough to engage people on an issue so tightly bound up with identities and values.

Over the past six months, as we’ve come to gain a grasp of the values literature, it has become clearer to us that you can’t separate climate change from issues of social justice, inequality, poverty and democracy. The values that underpin concern on any one of these issues underpin concern about the rest. That’s why it didn’t make any sense that in our private lives we’d attend protests, sign petitions, and support charities on a whole host of issues, yet go to work and just count tonnes of carbon dioxide.

More than ever, we now realise that working towards a sustainable society is about much more than environmental sustainability. A sustainable society doesn’t just consume less, recycle more, use renewable energy and take the train. It is also more community-focused, less prejudiced, more equal, and happier—because it values people and the environment.

To build a more sustainable, equitable and democratic world, we need an empowered, connected and durable movement of citizens. We cannot build this kind of movement through appeals to people’s fear, greed or ego. As this handbook outlines, such motivations tend to produce shallow, short-lived types of engagement. They are also likely to backfire, actually reinforcing values that undermine social and environmental concern.

How, then, do we go about finding solutions to the most important problems facing us—widespread and persistent poverty, climate change, isolation and loneliness, human rights abuses, inequality, biodiversity loss? The power of protest and popular struggles has been proven time and again, in countering vested interests, and in bringing about new political and social structures. But what are the values that either promote or inhibit these movements? What values help create today’s social norms and institutions, and what, in turn, shapes these values?

Fostering “intrinsic” values—among them self-acceptance, care for others, and concern for the natural world—has real and lasting benefits. By acknowledging the importance of these values, and the “frames” that embody and express them; by examining how our actions help to strengthen or weaken them; and by working together to cultivate them, we can create a more compassionate society, and a better world.
After a quick introduction (pg. 5) and discussion of what values are (guiding principles based on what people think is important), we’re going to talk about why values matter (pg. 8–9). There are many other things that influence any human being in individual moments and across entire lifespans, but our values are a guiding force—abstract ideals (such as equality, tradition, wealth, creativity) that shape our thoughts and actions. This means they influence important aspects of our lives, such as how we vote, what we buy, our choice of friends, and how happy we are.

Research supports some fairly commonsense observations of how values work (pg. 12–21). Some values are compatible, likely to be held strongly together; others—wealth and equality, for instance—not so much. But the research also shows that even in simply talking to one value, you find yourself talking to a range of related values and suppressing the opposing ones. This means, worryingly, that if you’ve tried to get people to care more about equality by appealing to their desire for popularity, you might have accidentally harmed your own cause.

Humans use values (pg. 24–27) to guide behaviour, then—but there are contextual and habitual reasons which mean that not all our behaviours are in line with our values. We also use values as guiding standards, for instance in making judgements—and one result of this is that we find it weird when we’re presented with something that seems to convey conflicting values strongly.

We’re then going to look at how values change (pg. 30–31) and how values have shifted in the past (pg. 32–33). Throughout our lives, we experience opportunities for, and constraints on, the development of specific values. We might learn to value tradition while watching history documentaries, or to want social recognition from reading gossip pages in the tabloids. There are also bigger things that have an impact—large societal or economic changes that make us more concerned about different things.

The values we develop affect how we look at the world. This is partly through frames (pg. 36–39), which are bundles of associated knowledge and ideas in our memories. ‘Framing’ is also an important tool in communicating—and refers to the information and underlying values we leave in or out when conveying a message.

All of these insights have implications (pg. 42–53) for the work of those wanting to bring about lasting changes in the world. We’re going to lay out some guiding principles (pg. 44–47) to help align our actions with our values, see the bigger picture, think about the values we’re all endorsing, and work together more; some specific thoughts about the areas in which we are working for change (pg. 48–51) and some thoughts on different spaces for (pg. 52) and degrees of change (pg. 53) in using this approach. These will be useful for creating campaigns, organising community events, teaching and learning, improving sustainable business practice and policy, and more. We’ve put in some examples (mostly from the third sector—reflecting our own bias!) of where we think this kind of approach is already being done well. And we finish with some FAQs (pg. 58–63) and some thoughts on what to do next (pg. 54–55).

We’ve developed a workshop to familiarise, engage, and start conversations with groups on all of this. In the back of this handbook, you’ll find a set of exercises (pg. 66–73) to carry out yourself, individually or in a group, based on the workshop. You’ll be pointed to them in the main text. We have found them useful in getting a grasp on the concepts and we recommend doing them—go get a pen!

If you’ve only got five minutes, read the guiding principles (pg. 44–47) and then skip to the FAQs (pg. 58–63).

Finally, go and visit the website valuesandframes.org—it’s nice.
The world faces some big and serious problems. Globally, progress towards achieving quality of life indicators has been limited, with over a billion people continuing to live in extreme poverty. The future of international action on climate change seems uncertain. Damage and degradation of ecosystems across the world is serious, widespread and ongoing. Here in the UK economic inequality recently reached a 50-year high, child wellbeing is the lowest-ranked in the developed world and anti-immigrant and Islamophobic sentiment have become widespread—as has disengagement from social justice issues.

Encouraging headway continues to be made in many areas, and the progress achieved—and damage prevented—are undoubtedly important. Yet these challenges reflect systemic, structural problems that remain stubbornly intact, in spite of many efforts to spur lasting change. The power of vested interests and the inertia of entrenched political institutions have frequently prevented major inroads being made.

However, one of the most neglected factors in pushing for change is the set of values that motivate people—which represent a strong driving force behind many of our attitudes and behaviours. Examining these values more closely reveals some deep connections between seemingly different issues—and a wealth of opportunities to bring about lasting, systemic change.

Go to page 64 for Exercise 1.
WHY VALUES MATTER
Values represent our guiding principles: our broadest motivations, influencing the attitudes we hold and how we act.

In both action and thought, people are affected by a wide range of influences. Past experience, cultural and social norms, and the money at our disposal are some of the most important. Connected to all of these, to some extent, are our values—which represent a strong guiding force, shaping our attitudes and behaviour over the course of our lives. Our values have been shown to influence our political persuasions; our willingness to participate in political action; our career choices; our ecological footprints; the amount of resources we use, and for what purpose; and our feelings of personal wellbeing.[7]

Social and environmental concern and action, it turns out, are based on more than simply access to the facts (a finding that may seem obvious, but has often proven difficult to fully acknowledge). In reality, both seem to be motivated above all by a particular set of underlying values. In what follows, we will examine what values are and what they are not), the ways they work in a dynamic and interacting system, and why they are so important for those concerned with social and environmental issues.

Go to page 64 for Exercise 2.
Following decades of research and hundreds of cross-cultural studies, psychologists have identified a number of consistently-occurring human values.\[10\]

Early researchers into human motivations discovered a surprising consistency in the things people said they valued in life. After testing this finding many times and across many countries and cultures, they put together a list of repeatedly occurring values.\[11\]

Go to page 66 for Exercise 3.

Rather than occurring randomly, these values were found to be related to each other. Some were unlikely to be prioritised strongly at the same time by the same individual; others were often prioritised strongly at the same time.\[12\]

The researchers mapped this relationship according to these associations, as presented opposite. The closer any one value “point” is to another, the more likely that both will be of similar importance to the same person. By contrast, the further a value is from another, the less likely that both will be seen as similarly important. This does not mean that people will not value both cleanliness and freedom, for example — rather, they will in general tend to prioritise one over the other. Values can thus be said to have neighbours and opposites.\[13\] Based on these patterns of association—as well as their broad similarities—they were then classified into ten groups.

See page 68–69 for full definitions.\[14\]

[How do your answers to Exercise 1 relate to this?]
The ten groups are described as follows:

- **Universalism**
  Understanding, appreciation, tolerance and protection for the welfare of all people and for nature.

- **Benevolence**
  Preservation and enhancement of the welfare of people with whom one is in frequent personal contact.

- **Tradition**
  Respect, commitment and acceptance of the customs and ideas that traditional culture or religion provide the self.

- **Conformity**
  Restraint of actions, inclinations and impulses likely to upset or harm others and violate social expectations or norms.

- **Security**
  Safety, harmony, and stability of society, of relationships, and of self.

- **Power**
  Social status and prestige, control or dominance over people and resources.

- **Achievement**
  Personal success through demonstrating competence according to social standards.

- **Hedonism**
  Pleasure and sensuous gratification for oneself.

- **Stimulation**
  Excitement, novelty and challenge in life.

- **Self-direction**
  Independent thought and action—choosing, creating, exploring.

† Table 1. Definitions of the ten values groups.
These groups can be represented more simply in a circular diagram, called a circumplex:

![Circumplex Diagram]

The ten groups of values can then be divided along two major axes, as shown above:

1 **Self-enhancement** (based on the pursuit of personal status and success) as opposed to **self-transcendence** (generally concerned with the wellbeing of others);

2 **Openness to change** (centred on independence and readiness for change) as opposed to **conservation** values (not referring to environmental or nature conservation, but to ‘order, self-restriction, preservation of the past and resistance to change’).

Much of the ongoing research on values simply supports some commonsense, intuitive ideas. Some values or motivations are likely to be associated; others less so. When we are most concerned for others’ welfare, we are very unlikely to be strongly interested in our own status or financial success (and vice versa). When we are at our most hedonistic or thrill-seeking, we are unlikely simultaneously to be strongly motivated by respect for tradition. But it also reveals that these relationships are not unique to our culture or society. They seem to recur, with remarkable consistency, all over the world.
Features of values
Some of the most important features of values are summarised below:

**Values are universal**
The circumplex is not an astrological chart, and values are not character types. Each of us is motivated by all of these values, but to differing degrees.

**Engaging values**
Values can be temporarily ‘engaged’ when brought to mind by certain communications or experiences—and this tends to affect our attitudes and behaviours. When reminded of benevolence values, for instance, we are more likely to respond positively to requests for help or donations.[17] Our values therefore not only change at different points of our lives, but also day-to-day.

**The bleedover effect**
Values that appear next to each other on the circumplex are more likely to be prioritised to the same extent by a person. Moreover, when one value is temporarily engaged, it tends to ‘bleed over,’ strengthening neighbouring values and associated behaviours.

This relationship can produce some surprising results. People reminded of generosity, self-direction and family, for example, have been found to be more likely to support pro-environmental policies than those reminded of financial success and status—without any mention of the environment being made.[18]

**The see-saw effect**
Whereas neighbouring values are compatible, values on opposite sides of the circumplex are rarely held strongly by the same person. When one value is temporarily engaged, opposing values (and behaviours associated with them) tend to be suppressed. As with a see-saw, when one value rises, the other tends to fall.

This has been illustrated consistently in experiments; for instance people asked to sort words related to achievement values (such as ‘ambition’ and ‘success’) from other words were less likely to volunteer their time to help a researcher (a behaviour associated with benevolence values).[19]

**Values aren’t characteristics**
While the terms used to describe values are often also used in everyday speech to describe characteristics or outcomes, it’s important to distinguish between the two. While there may well be a correlation between some motivations and seemingly related outcomes, this is by no means always the case. Pleasurable activities are not necessarily motivated by hedonism (you can experience pleasure while pursuing any of your values), while a powerful social movement may be motivated more by social justice and equality (universalism values) than by power. There is even some evidence that artists motivated by their work—rather than by fame, rewards, or a desire to ‘prove themselves’—ultimately tend to be the most successful.[20] In this and similar cases, achievement as a motivation can hinder achievement as an outcome.

It’s also important to be clear about the—often quite specific—definitions of each of these values. Desiring ‘achievement’ in the sense of ‘personal success through demonstrating competence according to social standards,’ for instance, is quite different from a desire to ‘achieve’ advances for equality, world peace or environmental protection (all universalism values).

See page 66–67 for full definitions.
Values and goals
Our values are related to our goals—another way of measuring and categorising the things we strive for in our lives. Goals can also be grouped on a circumplex according to the compatibilities and conflicts between them.[21] Two of these groupings—intrinsic and extrinsic—are particularly important, and have also been found to recur across cultures.[22]

The distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic goals is similar to that between self-transcendence and self-enhancement values. The two categorisations are not completely interchangeable, but for the sake of simplicity we will combine the two concepts into ‘intrinsic values’ and ‘extrinsic values.’ Extrinsic values are centred on external approval or rewards; intrinsic values on more inherently rewarding pursuits.
HOW WE USE VALUES
Different values, and the psychological relationships between them, have important effects on our behaviours and attitudes. Some of them reveal a deep connection between many of the issues we work on. However, other factors (contextual, environmental, and habitual) play a role too—suggesting that it is still important to address structures and policies.

Values and the issues we face
Prioritising intrinsic values such as freedom, creativity and self-respect (self-direction values), or equality and unity with nature (universalism values) is closely related to political engagement,[23] concern about social justice,[24] environmentally-friendly behaviours,[25] and lower levels of prejudice.[26]

In contrast, placing more importance on extrinsic values is generally associated with higher levels of prejudice,[27] less concern about the environment and corresponding behaviours;[28] weak (or absent) concern about human rights;[29] more manipulative behaviour[30] and less helpfulness.[31]

What motivates us also seems to affect our levels of wellbeing. Extrinsic values—such as wealth, or preservation of public image—tend to undermine our levels of personal wellbeing.[32] In general, the esteem of others or pursuit of material goods seem to be unreliable sources of satisfaction in life. Other, more inherently rewarding pursuits—such as those found in intrinsic motivations and self-direction values—seem to provide a firmer foundation.[33]

It is common to see people segmented into distinct groups or dichotomies (right/left, for/against, good/bad). The evidence, however, suggests that people are far more complex than this and are unlikely to subscribe purely to one set of values or another. Rather, everyone holds all of the values, and goals, but places more importance on some than others. Each of the values will therefore have an impact on any individual’s behaviour and attitudes at different times.

Values are an important driver of behaviour (but there are other factors at work too)
Our values, then, are strongly related to various kinds of behaviour. People who hold tradition values strongly are more likely to observe national holidays and customs.[34] Stronger achievement values are associated with stress-related behaviours (such as taking on too many commitments); stronger hedonism values with over-eating.[35]

It is clear, however, that values are not the sole determinant of our behaviour: in fact, our actions can at times be fairly divergent from our dominant values. The failure of witnesses to intervene in emergencies—such as an act of violence or an accident—is one well-known example.[36] Equally, though we may hold pro-environmental and pro-social values, we might not always act in ways that would protect either people or the environment (we might not always buy organic or fairtrade produce, for example).[37] A highly intrinsically-oriented person may also be motivated at times by extrinsic rewards such as personal recognition.
Research supports some fairly commonsense explanations for this gap between values and actions:

- For a value to guide a behaviour or attitude, we must see that value as relevant.\(^{[38]}\) We may believe in equality for women, for example, but fail to recognise this value as relevant in our responses towards other groups.\(^{[39]}\)

- A value must not be in competition with another value that is more strongly held, more strongly engaged, or seen as more relevant at the time.\(^{[40]}\)

- Context and social norms are also important. We are far more likely to act in certain ways if those around us are doing the same, or if it is the ‘expected’ behaviour (particularly if we value conformity highly).\(^{[41]}\)

- Our level of control also matters. There are times when we are powerless to help another person or find that we have to overcome enormous obstacles in order to make the right choices. If our council does not provide facilities for recycling, a decent transport service, or safe roads for cycling, then these green behaviours will be difficult to sustain (though these constraints will also be in part a product of the values that are dominant in society).\(^{[42]}\)

Clearly, then, various aspects of our society may constrain people from expressing the intrinsic values they hold. Education, the media, and social pressures are likely to influence the kinds of values seen as relevant to particular situations—and the normalisation of consumer culture will shape social norms and expected behaviours. Equally, large levels of personal debt will significantly constrain people’s scope for action.

We use values in making judgements.

Again, although there are other factors at play, the judgements we make are often related to our values: whether we support a political party or policy, or what media we engage with. The relationship between values has an important effect on our judgements. Because of the tension between them, when opposing values are engaged at the same time, we tend to react with conflicting feelings. In the case of anti-terrorism ‘security measures,’ a person might value both ‘freedom,’ (a self-direction value), and ‘national security’ (a security value), experiencing ambivalence when their conflicting attitudes are brought to bear.\(^{[43]}\) This has also been shown in some people’s ambivalent attitudes towards homosexuality and gay rights,\(^{[44]}\) political candidates,\(^{[45]}\) minority groups,\(^{[46]}\) eating meat,\(^{[47]}\) and obesity—where two opposing sets of values pull towards two conflicting attitudes.

This relationship also seems to affect our responses to political rhetoric. People have been shown to find statements referring to compatible values more persuasive than those appealing to opposing values—whether or not they themselves rate the values as important.\(^{[49]}\) Similarly, we often react with mixed feelings to people who strongly hold opposing values—even if one is very close to our own, or we approve of both.\(^{[50]}\)

Given the impact of values on our responses, it seems useful to look at what influences values themselves, and how they develop and change over time.
HOW
VALUES
CHANGE
Each of us holds and is influenced by all of the values listed above, but we differ in how strongly we hold each of them. This in turn is related to how our values have been shaped throughout our lives.

Over time, repeated engagement of values is likely to strengthen them. Our lives therefore provide continual opportunities for—and constraints on—the pursuit and growth of certain values. In addition, experiences themselves are not value-free. A classroom in which the setting is open and accepting of different viewpoints, students are treated as equals, and independence is encouraged may reinforce intrinsic values. In contrast, one which prioritises unquestioning respect for the teacher’s authority and is heavy on penalties is likely to engage security, tradition and conformity values. Taking an American law degree appears to cultivate extrinsic values and diminish wellbeing in students during their course of study; and certain types of religious schooling have been shown to cultivate tradition and security values.

Our experience of various aspects of our society will help strengthen particular values. Community centres and churches, trade unions, libraries, local sports clubs—institutions that we share and recognise as promoting the common good—may increase the importance we place on equality, social justice, or friendship. Forests and parks may promote appreciation for nature and other intrinsic values. Extrinsic and security motivations may be strengthened through competitive work environments; advertising appealing to status; the focus of the media on perceived enemies and national security; and the portrayal of financial success as ‘achievement’—reflected in rich lists, GDP as the primary indicator of a nation’s success, celebrity and fashion culture.

Our experience of particular institutions and policies (themselves shaped in part by societal values) can change or reinforce our perceptions of ‘what is possible, desirable and normal;’ a process known as ‘policy feedback.’ Anti-discrimination laws, the right to roam, free museums and state pensions may provide opportunities or constraints that promote intrinsic values. Exposure to the institutions of consumer culture may also represent a form of ‘policy feedback.’ A great deal of commercial advertising and marketing appears to impact upon societal values by promoting materialism and stimulating the desire for security, conformity or self-enhancement.

Communications, policies and institutions that embody particular values are likely to have the effect of cultivating those values (and discouraging opposing values) and associated behaviours over time. By playing on people’s concern for status and wealth, therefore, we may encourage less environmentally-conscious behaviour and lower concern about other people.
How values have shifted in the past

Large-scale, widespread changes in values have been observed across the world at different times, and attributed to different factors. In the Czech Republic, the transitional period since communism has seen marked shifts in values—from self-interest and conservation values (encouraged by low levels of social trust and a higher priority placed on conformity) to a much higher significance being placed on intrinsic, universalism and self-direction values.[58] The shift has been attributed to several factors: more young people going to university; the rising use of new technologies, and political discourse that espouses universalism and benevolence values, including 'social justice, equality, peace, environmentalism, honesty, and forgiveness.'[59]

One of the clearest examples of the ‘policy feedback’ effect in action was the changing attitudes of East Germans towards collective provision of healthcare, welfare and redistribution of wealth in the wake of the reunification of Germany—while those of West Germans remained the same.[60] In a similar way, it has been suggested that Britons’ values shifted as a result of the equalising effects of the Second World War—rationing, conscription, the abolition of first class carriages on trains, evacuation, sharing bomb shelters—as well as the subsequent faith in the state’s role in the provision of services and a shared ambition to re-build the post-war world.[61]

Other striking shifts in attitudes strongly suggestive of value-change have been noted after particular events. Three years after the introduction of television in Fiji, for example, and during a period of rapid social change, adolescent girls showed a heightened preoccupation with body-image and social competition—attributes directly associated with extrinsic values—and there were dramatic increases in eating disorders.[62] Increases in security values, and decreases in stimulation values, were also documented in children and adults after terrorist attacks, including the Oklahoma bombing, the 9/11 attacks and the London bombings of 2005.[63]

Inevitably, whether they seek it or not, groups can also influence societal values: not only media, but businesses, or political and social movements. Alongside other clear economic and social factors; anti-slavery, women’s and labour movements played a significant role in embedding values such as equality and social justice in policy, law and wider society.[64] One study showed that between 1968 and 1971, equality increased in importance from seventh-to third-ranked value among US citizens, and suggests the civil rights movement played an instrumental role in this change.[65] There are also indications that both feminist and Islamist women’s groups in Turkey, despite facing continued political, social and religious constraints, have had significant effects on political values and discourse. Their continued promotion of more equal conditions for women, campaigns against domestic violence and struggle for the protection and empowerment of all citizens have had major impacts on laws and attitudes.[66]

It is not difficult to see why all this is likely to be important for our work on the issues we care about. Values influence institutions and norms, and vice versa. Therefore, the values we appeal to; outlets we provide for the expression of different values; and policies we help bring into being will reinforce certain kinds of values, with important effects on people’s attitudes and behaviours.
FRAMES
Values, as well as influencing our behaviours and attitudes, are connected to the way we understand the world. One way this connection manifests itself is through frames.

Frames are both mental structures that order our ideas; and communicative tools that evoke these structures and shape our perceptions and interpretations over time.[67]

Framing
The frame around a painting or photo can be thought of as a boundary between what has been left in and what has been left out. Each of the elements placed inside the frame is significant, and makes a difference to the meaning of the piece. Similarly, when we communicate about an issue we (consciously or unconsciously) impose boundaries. The emphases, facts and concerns we include can make a real difference to the message conveyed, and to subsequent responses. Support for healthcare reform policies in the US, for instance, was shown to be significantly influenced by whether it was presented as a universal right or a market issue.[68]

The interaction between people, the environment, and the context can also constitute, or evoke, a frame in itself. The way someone responds in an office environment will be different from how they respond in a hospital environment. Frames such as these may be specific to particular contexts or ideas. Other frames are deeper-rooted, broader in scope, and, like ideologies or ‘grand narratives,’ tend to be applied across a variety of different situations. These often incorporate social or political ideals—such as equality between people, respect for authority, or personal freedom—and are thus strongly connected to our values.

Metaphor
In addition to what we explicitly express, we can also meaningfully frame issues through what we convey implicitly. Metaphor provides a strong and effective tool in framing complex issues quickly. This type of framing often plays an important role in political discourse. Likening national debt to household debt may evoke the idea of a ‘united family,’ and leads more smoothly to the solution of drastically cutting spending (making ‘savings’) — omitting issues such as government investment and economic growth.[69]

Frames as associations
Frames reflect associations between concepts, and often values. The Finding Frames[70] report explores some of these with reference to the idea of development, which has come to be associated with a particular model of change—which has, in the past, used only economic indicators to judge ‘progress.’ It documents what they describe as the ‘Live Aid legacy,’ which relates to the stasis in public perceptions of development in the last 30 years. Mass poverty is thus seen by many as inevitable and unchanging; poor people and countries are poor for reasons inherent to themselves; and the relationship between those in the global, rich north and those in the poor south is implicitly one of powerful giver and grateful receiver. Because of these associations, the term ‘charity’ tends to normalise and legitimise this unequal power relationship.

The authors suggest these current frames, despite good intentions, risk strengthening extrinsic values such as power, social status and security rather than self-direction and universalism values. Together, these underlying beliefs and values, often subconsciously, seem to be the dominant frame among the UK public for how they understand and respond to initiatives around global development. This inevitably shapes public support for individual giving and government development policy. As an alternative, and amongst other frames, the authors advocate more focus on ‘justice,’ which has stronger links with intrinsic values.
Reinforcing frames
Over time, frames become embedded in our thinking and discourse through repeated exposure. The frames most prominent in our minds provide communicative shortcuts. These can provide helpful shortcuts or unhelpfully distort our thinking. Frames such as the ‘bloated civil service’ and ‘taxpayers’ money’ provoke negative reactions to the idea of public spending. An alternative framing might refer to ‘public funds.’ Frames thus help us define the roles of actors and institutions. Through framing we understand how things work—but also how things should work.

Frames as mental structures
Associations between particular words, ideas, emotions and values reflect mental connections that have formed between them over time. Frames, then, are also meaningful ‘bundles’ of concepts in our minds—gradually learnt through experience and association, strongly linked, and stored in memory. These structures serve as ‘frames of reference’ for interpreting new information and experience.

We might initially learn about the NHS (the UK’s National Health Service) through personal experience with a doctor or at the hospital. Over time, the NHS will come to be associated with a whole set of such experiences, emotions, and values. Frames will also overlap. An initial ‘doctor’ frame may become part of a wider ‘NHS’ frame, a ‘welfare state’ frame, and an ‘expert’ frame. Frames, then, are vehicles for engaging and strengthening values. The way we incorporate them in our language, and in the experiences we create and facilitate, are crucially important.

For a more detailed exploration of the issues of frames relevant to social justice and global poverty issues, see *Finding Frames*, which explores, from both a theoretical and practical perspective, the dominant values and frames in discourse on global poverty. It aims to address the growing disengagement from international poverty issues and subsequent lack of substantial action in addressing them.
Working on political and social issues naturally sensitises us to certain dynamics of the world around us—allowing us to recognise the economic or power structures that underpin social behaviours and political institutions. Understanding how values and frames work adds another dimension—opening a range of new avenues for analysis, exploration and intervention.

Values, then, are one important influence on our actions and the way we see the world. Understanding them reveals a major underlying connection between a vast array of major issues—racism, human rights, community welfare, women’s empowerment, youth exclusion, biodiversity loss, sustainability. Concern and behaviours related to these problems are all associated with a set of related values. Such an understanding also reveals an important way in which progress on these issues is influenced by education, the media, and other social institutions. Values are engaged and strengthened by our experiences—and we are all a part of each other’s experience, whether we like it or not.

It is therefore important to ask what values we want to endorse, and what the implications will be for the issues we care about. The answers to many of these questions may be fairly intuitive, in line with what we currently do, or slot easily into our current areas of activity; others may run counter to our existing practices. Hopefully, however, this understanding will also open up new opportunities for exploration and further work—in how we organise, how we engage with others, and what we call for.

Go to page 73 for Exercise 5.

Collateral damage
One major consideration is that a whole range of our activities are likely to have had important effects we may not previously have acknowledged. One approach that has recently gained ground, for instance, is to tailor communications to appeal to the dominant motivations of different groups of people. Volunteering, educational activities and charitable giving may be presented as opportunities for freebies or personal gain. Environmental behaviour change may be sold via ‘eco-chic’ for status-conscious people, or opportunities to save cash for the frugal. Similarly, human rights appeals may be ‘sold’ on the basis that human rights abuses make us (and people like us) less safe.

This approach has helped by highlighting the importance of understanding motivational differences between different groups—and can be successful in achieving some goals. But it is also likely to have brought about significant ‘collateral damage.’ Because values seem to become stronger with repeated ‘engagement,’ such appeals are actually likely to reinforce precisely those values that impede lasting change.

Meeting people where they are
Continuing to reinforce extrinsic values in people’s motivations is therefore likely to have unintended consequences. At the same time, though, a person’s dominant values—which will sometimes be extrinsically-oriented—may well cause them to react negatively to anything seen as directly oppositional to their dominant value-set.

Additionally, the way people express their values may be constrained in particular ways. This may include the normalising of particular behaviours by the media or other institutions, consumer culture, or financial constraints. So even if people prioritise intrinsic values, there may be limited opportunities to pursue related activities where they live or work. A person may believe community and equality are important, but be unfamiliar (and initially uncomfortable) with using democratic processes in the workplace. Equally, people express their values in different ways: some will be used to giving money to causes they care about, others devoting creative time, others simply taking part in discussions.

Meeting people where they are will therefore be important in engaging them, with a view to ultimately creating spaces for change and facilitating the flourishing of more intrinsic values. This means making the most of the shared knowledge and experience we already have on how to initiate and maintain engagement with those around us; thinking about the language and media we use, and the places we work.
Aligning our work with the values that are likely to spur lasting change is clearly unlikely to be a uniformly quick or easy process. Outlined below, however, are some initial guiding principles that will be important in helping us shape our activities in the short, medium and long term.

1 Explore Values
Values and frames open up new avenues for analysis, exploration and intervention: how they are expressed in economic structures, underpin behaviour and institutions, and emerge in our own strategies and practices.

Example: Living Values: A report encouraging boldness in third sector organisations was published in 2006. It explored the values of civil society through a series of workshops in which participants discussed personal and organisational values, such as ‘empowering people’ and ‘transforming lives.’ Participants discussed threats to these values (which they agreed came largely from within their organisations) such as top-down organisational approaches and short-termism, and recommended putting values front and centre of all of their activities.

2 Nurture intrinsic Values
No aspect of our work is ever entirely value-free, instead both embodying and reinforcing certain values and frames. We should therefore aim not only to promote intrinsic values in communications but to embed them across all areas of our work.

Example: WWF’s Natural Change Project ‘drew together seven diverse individuals from the business, charitable, arts, public, health and education sectors in Scotland’ who were all skilled communicators, and who were described as ‘light green.’ Through a series of residential workshops and reflective blogging, participants were encouraged to ‘think deeply’ about sustainability. The experiences appeared to have a profound impact on the participants: who reported having been affected on a deeper level than they had by any more traditional campaign, and had taken away a strengthened connection with nature and sustainability issues more widely, and a desire to share this with others. This resulted in substantial behaviour changes and led them to organise events themselves.

— bit.ly/naturalchange

3 Challenge extrinsic values
Various elements of our society and culture help foster the desire for wealth, social recognition and power—and simultaneously diminish care for people and the environment. Addressing these will be essential in making progress.

Example: The Equality Trust highlight and campaign to address the detrimental effects of inequality on society. Inequality seems to promote extrinsic values across the population—and not just in poorer groups—by promoting feelings of insecurity, and drives consumerism by cultivating self-enhancing aspirations. These processes drive feelings of stress and anxiety; poor health outcomes such as obesity and heart disease; higher levels of consumption and less sustainable lifestyles. In addition to addressing inequality head on, they identify other points of intervention such as advertising and parts of the media, which play a large role in perpetuating and reinforcing these kinds of values.

— bit.ly/equalitytrust
4 See the big picture
The benefits of appeals to extrinsic values—in motivating rapid or significant policy changes—may occasionally outweigh the ‘collateral damage’ they cause. Without a clear understanding of values, however, we will not be able to identify and manage these trade-offs effectively. We must not lose sight of the big picture, and a vision of long-term, systemic change, with a clear understanding of the values that will underpin it.

Example: The Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change provides a good illustration of the issue of trade-offs. Its release presented commentators and civil society with a number of relevant concerns to focus on. Many reinforced the dominant framing—concentrating on the purely economic costs of climate change and the economic benefits of addressing it. An alternative frame—many of the features of which were also present in the Stern Review—was available to them, however: a focus on the ethical dimensions, including the negative impacts for people and the natural world. The dominant frame may well have promoted extrinsic values, but also made bigger headlines—bringing more attention to the issues. The alternative may have received less attention, but resisted reinforcing what could be a deeply unhelpful frame—instead encouraging the expression of more intrinsic concerns.

For a longer discussion of the Stern Review see: valuesandframes.org/stern

5 Work together
Clearly, no one group or organisation is likely to have much of an impact in shifting values on its own. We need to cooperate and collaborate—both within and across different sectors—to be effective. Because diverse issues are linked by the values that underpin them, we will be continually supporting each other through our efforts.

Example: The Robin Hood Tax has successfully rallied a diverse set of groups, organisations and individuals—including religious groups, big NGOs, smaller civil society organisations, trade unions, economists, and private sector representatives—around the otherwise unlikely cause of financial sector reform. With a clear and strong main message—a levy on financial sector transactions—the campaign has succeeded in drawing together a huge number of causes, from child poverty and public services in the UK to global maternal health and climate change. Importantly, the campaign also draws on a potent frame: the culturally archetypal figure of Robin Hood, who embodies the idea of redistribution as social justice.

bit.ly/robinhoodcoalition
There is power in aligning what we say we value and what we show we value. There are likely numerous areas that we work in where reflecting the values we wish to promote would be effective and beneficial to the issues we care about: outlined below are a few thoughts on what these might be.

**Communication, education, facilitation**

Taking values into account doesn’t detract from the importance of the messages we communicate. However, doing so should highlight the values embedded in all aspects of the experience of that message: in the setting, the frames, the level of participation it offers, and the messenger. The type, and depth, of engagement is also significant. A low-involvement experience—reading a leaflet, for instance—is likely to engage with values fairly superficially; while top-down communications may stifle the expression and development of self-direction values. First-hand experience and deeper involvement are likely to have a much greater impact, and self-direction values are more likely to be engaged where self-expression and critical thought are facilitated and encouraged.

**Example:** Carbon Conversations Groups offer supportive and non-judgemental spaces for people to ‘connect, explore and then act on climate change.’ Six facilitated group meetings take people through trust-building exercises, discussion and exploration of carbon footprints and lifestyles, and information sharing. The depth of engagement, the openness of the experience, and the encouragement to share and explore the emotional as well as rational responses to the challenges ahead all reflect the intrinsic values embodied in the desire to address environmental issues.

**Example:** Oxfam’s ‘Be Humankind’ campaign taps into the benevolence value of kindness, while evoking the wider perspective of ‘humankind’—aiming to harness and promote intrinsic values more broadly. It also addresses supporters with a call to action as part of a wider human community.

**Advocacy, lobbying and policy work**

Institutions, policies and social structures play a central role in shaping our lived experience. How can we find out what the full impact of these might be, taking values into account? There are values embedded in the use of economic indicators as a proxy for societal success, for instance. What policies could better embody the appreciation of others and of nature, creativity, and fair opportunities for all?

**Example:** Mumsnet. The online parenting network Mumsnet have recently sought to counter the objectification of women and the sexualisation of children’s culture through campaigns against the marketing of ‘lads’ mags’ and sexualised content to children. These issues are strongly associated with extrinsic values, including power and concern for image, as well as unhealthy behaviours such as eating disorders. Working with a wide variety of actors such as the Archbishop of Canterbury, politicians, health foundations and associations, and the Girl Guides, the campaign has provided a strong and consistent voice on the ethics of these issues. Campaigns such as these may help combat the normalisation of extrinsic values.

**organisation, supporters, finance and fundraising**

People’s overall experience of organisations will serve to reinforce particular values—and not always those being explicitly promoted. Our relationship with the people we work with can therefore be important. Holding a participatory meeting in a community space embodies very different values from a formal meeting encouraging deference to hierarchical structures. Similarly, financially successful models or techniques often allow limited scope for engagement with those you’re working with (and often have a high churn of members, supporters or employees). An example is the civil society model of professionalised ‘protest businesses’ with direct debits as the deepest level of engagement. What organisational models best embody the values we wish to promote?

**Example:** The Camp for Climate Action. Participation was embedded in the Camp at a deep level, through national, regional and local decision-making groups. While in practice participation was inevitably limited by factors such as available time, mobility and experience, in principle the decision-making process was open to all, and encouraged direct participation on a horizontal, democratic basis. The human and natural impacts of issues were the focus of discussions, and non-violent, direct and creative action was encouraged.
Example: The fundraising department at the Centre for Alternative Technology have recently started applying a values approach to their work. Firstly, they have begun to foster a culture of non-competitiveness and cooperation, focused on honesty and integrity, both within the department and with other organisations. They have begun removing extrinsic values and frames from both their internal and external communications: for instance, emphasising the work that needs doing, not whether it’s ‘value for money.’ Focus groups have been set up to explore CAT’s work, donors’ reasons for giving, and ways to deepen donor engagement. Lastly, they are looking at new ways to measure progress, including staff retention and satisfaction, and donor engagement.

Creation and action
Creation and engagement in practical activities, particularly the promotion of creativity for its own sake (and not for rewards or recognition), are often strongly related to self-direction values, which in turn tend to be strongly related to values supportive of social and environmental justice. While many projects embody this ethos and these values already, there may be more points where more people can be encouraged, engaged and included.

Example: Forest Schools aim to ‘encourage and inspire through positive outdoor experiences.’ Children of all ages regularly visit local woodlands, are given opportunities to learn about the environment and are encouraged to use their own initiative in exploring and problem-solving. Through creating engaging and achievable tasks, Forest Schools aim to promote self-awareness, appreciation of nature, and social and emotional intelligence.

Example: Depave is a US-based organisation which aims to get rid of unnecessary paved areas and create community green spaces in their place. The reasoning is two-fold: concrete, they claim, exacerbates the detachment of people from nature, as well as contributing to storm-water pollution. The recruitment of volunteers is aligned with their mission: only the above reasons are given to encourage applications, and there is no mention of additional reward of any sort. In 2009, 275 volunteers ‘depaved’ 29,300 square feet of land and created six community green spaces, three sustainable schoolyards, and sixty-five garden plots.

Support and communities
Support and community services could promote self-direction values and be carried out in highly compassionate ways; at other times they may promote conformity, social order, and deference to authority. If the end goal is the care of others (related to intrinsic values), then ensuring the values embodied are aligned with the methods may be important; if not, they may erode the very values and outcomes strived for.

Example: Community Links are an East London group working with disadvantaged communities. Their mission is to “To generate change. To tackle causes not symptoms, find solutions not palliatives. To recognise that we need to give as well as to receive and to appreciate that those who experience a problem understand it best... To distinguish between the diversity that enriches society and the inequalities that diminish it. To grow—but all to build a network not an empire... To never do things for people but to guide and support, to train and enable, to simply inspire.” To these ends, they work, embedded in communities, alongside schools, public services and communities themselves. They provide support and advice for gaining skills and employment for adults and youth, child care and play, planting and growing, and other community development; as well as having established a school for excluded students—which succeeded in enabling every student to go on to acquire further skills, education or employment last year. As well as a deep engagement with local issues, they consistently lobby for both national and international policy change.

Example: Friends of the Earth Rights and Justice Team focus on communities ‘worst affected by environmental problems and least empowered in decision-making.’ Using legal and practical advisers, they engage and give ongoing support and training to these communities. They link the environmental justice issues faced by communities in the UK, such as areas of London, with those faced by those in other parts of the world suffering environmental degradation. Explicit in their actions—bringing forward smaller legal cases and delivering skills training, for instance—is a ‘big-picture’ perspective, and the goal of addressing wider, more systemic issues. They focus entirely on the human (health and other social) and environmental impacts. The ‘justice’ frame draws on intrinsic values such as equality and freedom, as well as the legal dimension of the issues they work on.
There are values embedded in how we—as individuals and organisations—interact with each other and the wider world. Below are outlined some thoughts on the implications of this.

**How we organise ourselves**
The physical spaces and organisational structures we work within are an important part of our lived experience, so it’s sensible to ask what values they currently help to strengthen. Do the groups and organisations we are a part of—and the ways we interact with each other—embody the values underpinning our own work?

**How we engage with others**
The wider world’s experience of our organisations—whether through events, services, fundraisers or campaigns—will help to strengthen certain values. Do the messages and experiences we create embody values that are likely to motivate lasting concern about the issues we work on?

**What we call for**
The changes our groups and organisations work to bring about will have effects beyond those that are more direct or obvious, ultimately serving to strengthen certain values. We must therefore ask what the value impacts of the policies, institutions and practices we advocate will be.

**Building momentum**
Mapping and scrutinising the drivers of different values, and starting to work together more. Thinking about new benchmarks for measuring progress and success.

**Structural changes**
Aligning values across our communications; challenging unhelpful frames. Rethinking our organisations so that the overall experience of them—for employees, leaders, and those we work with—embodies the values we want to promote.

**Cementing systemic change**
Pushing for policies that foster intrinsic values, and confronting entrenched institutions and norms that reinforce extrinsic values.
WHERE NEXT?

We hope that this handbook will be the beginning of a conversation. We certainly don’t have all the answers, and we invite you to come and get involved, or provide feedback.

You can also:
→ Attend an event valuesandframes.org/events
→ Request a workshop or hold your own valuesandframes.org/workshop
→ Get together with others to explore this debate further.
→ Start thinking about how your values or those of your organisation align with others.
→ Make some first steps to working with other groups.
→ Join one of the Common Cause working groups valuesandframes.org/workinggroups
→ Get in touch valuesandframes.org/contact

Or go online and:
→ Read the full Common Cause report valuesandframes.org/downloads
→ Sign up to our newsletter to keep track of the latest work in this area valuesandframes.org/newsletter
→ Share your experience or submit a case study or blog valuesandframes.org/share
→ Or just take a look around, there’s a lot going on valuesandframes.org
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
How robust is the circumplex?

Schwartz built on the research of a social psychologist called Milton Rokeach, who had been carrying out research into values since the 1960s. This body of literature is now well-established and robust. Schwartz’s model has been used in thousands of subsequent academic papers (the original article alone has been cited over 3,700 times). Hundreds of papers—amounting to literally 100,000s of participants—have also tested the relationships between the values, using different lab and field methodologies across over 80 countries and in 48 different languages, the vast majority of these papers confirming the relationships Schwartz outlines.

In addition to asking people what they valued, researchers have verified the relationships between values using peoples’ friends’, partners’ and families’ perceptions of their values; tests to see how easily a value-relevant word is recalled from memory. They have also tested the validity of the model using correlations between behaviours associated with the value sets, such as observing that prioritising tradition and conformity tend to result in similar behavioural tendencies, have some overlap with highly security-driven individuals, and very little overlap with highly stimulation-driven individuals.

The model is also the basis of the values component of the European Social Survey, the largest trans-European social survey, involving almost every national academic funding body in Europe, and collecting data from around 30 countries every two years. The World Values Survey, the world’s most comprehensive investigation of political and sociocultural change, also draws on the Schwartz model.

In short, it’s pretty robust. That’s not to say it is a complete theory of human motivation—rather, it’s an approximate but well-founded model of how human values relate to each other, with measurable impacts on our attitudes and behaviours.

Should we try to change people’s values—is this ethical?

No campaign, communication, policy or institution is ever value-free. Recognising this—and the impact of values on behaviour—the question instead becomes which values do we want to endorse?

Do we need to change values if we can just change behaviour?

Given the scale and importance of the issues we face, many of us have believed that the ends justify the means. Changing behaviours (or policies) is sometimes seen as key, whatever motivations or methods are harnessed to achieve this goal. The values research, however, suggests that continually compromising on the means risks ultimately placing the desired ends out of reach—by strengthening values that set back efforts towards more systemic change.

Behavioural and policy changes remain important, of course, and we will sometimes need to appeal to extrinsic values to bring them about. An understanding of values simply allows us to place these changes in a broader context—carefully considering the trade-offs we will inevitably face.

Can we have an impact on values? Do we really have the power to do so?

If values are as important as the evidence suggests, we cannot afford not to work to strengthen intrinsic values. Further, although no single group or organisation is likely to have the ability to make much of an impact on values on its own, collaboration within and across different sectors is likely to have a substantial effect.

Do we have the time to shift values?

Some of the issues we face—climate change the prime example—are so urgent that many of us have resorted to ever more desperate short-termist campaigning to spur change. But there is no evidence that these techniques will ‘work’ at all—let alone in time—since many ‘easy wins’ can help set back longer-term, more substantial change.

This sounds similar to the approaches of the 1970s—often perceived as ‘moral crusades’. Are you saying we should go back to this?

No. These insights from psychological research ought to provide us with new ways of working—a step forwards rather than backwards. Rather than only ever harping on certain topics, we need to find different ways to approach different groups. We should avoid tailoring what we do to appeal to the dominant values of different groups regardless of what these values are, though. Rather, we should find creative, sensitive, intelligent, ways—which may well vary across different groups—to engage the intrinsic values people already hold.
What evidence is there that using extrinsic appeals, or mixing extrinsic and intrinsic appeals, is undermining our work?
Despite the body of evidence that shows that incentives can succeed in increasing participation, response rates, or productivity, there is an increasingly robust case that this only applies to particular contexts. Two strands of literature—from economics and social psychology—have independently reached the same conclusion: offering an extrinsic reward can actually discourage the desired response. The thought of extrinsic reward appears to erode intrinsic motivation, reflecting the see-saw relationship between intrinsic and extrinsic values.

The first academic discussion of this was in the 1970s, when it was suggested that offering monetary rewards decreased the incidence of blood donations. More recently, it was found that—the rather than discouraging parents from picking up their children late from day-care—fining them actually increased the number of late arrivals. Studies into giving incentives for volunteering have found that although there is more volunteering when rewards are offered, the amount of time contributed by each volunteer significantly decreases. And schoolchildren given performance incentives collected fewer donations for charity than those not told they would be rewarded.

The conclusions of one of many such studies are illuminating. A referendum was to be held in Switzerland to decide where toxic waste sites should be located, and two researchers carried out a number of large surveys of whether people would be happy to have the waste sites near their own communities. The population was very well informed, and were aware of the risks involved. When the offer of compensation was suggested, 25% of people said yes; without the offer, 50% did. These striking results led the researchers to conclude that thinking about civic responsibility alone was a stronger incentive than thinking about civic responsibility plus money: two motivations which appeared to compete, rather than complement. The intrinsic motivation was clearly present, but the extrinsic focus suppressing it—an effect also known in the literature as ‘crowding-out.’

The values research further suggests that the continued encouragement of certain values strengthens them and suppresses or weakens their opposites. Similarly, the lack of opportunity for the expression of certain values will weaken them. This may mean that not only is there a temporary, self-concerned response after an extrinsic appeal, but that the continued use of such appeals will actually strengthen extrinsic values over time, and suppress concern for the wellbeing of others and the environment.

So everything has to be about intrinsic values?
Not necessarily always. The third, private and public sectors are brimming with expertise on engaging people and effecting change, and this knowledge must be built on. Values are simply another important element to consider. Techniques used to engage people in the first instance may be recognisably unhelpful for more sustained engagement in the longer term; and their impacts on people’s values should be carefully considered. But offering small rewards, such as appealing to people’s desire to look good or to get a free lunch, might be useful in ‘getting people in the door’—while the overall, take-away experience could be centred more on community, creativity or other intrinsic values.

Are you saying we shouldn’t talk about things in economic terms?
This approach does not suggest that any and all talk of questions of cost (say) must be dispensed with. Rather, we must be careful not to allow these considerations to dominate our discussions of the advantages and disadvantages of different policies—as though investment opportunities or the loss to national GDP were the overriding concerns. Unfortunately this practice has become fairly common, as many groups have attempted to align their priorities with those of the mainstream media, of political and economic elites.

Is this just about tweaking communications?
No. A values-based approach requires a ‘big picture’ perspective: looking at many more drivers of values and behaviour than simply communications, including policies, institutions and lived experience more broadly.

Aren’t there more important factors in communication than values in any case?
This approach does not advocate throwing out everything else we know about effective communication (or other aspects of our work). Nevertheless, it does suggest that alongside and underlying these considerations should be a clearly thought-out set of values and frames.

This may mean rethinking the way some areas are handled. Since people are most influenced by those they relate to and respect (including family and peers), messengers will remain important, for example. But the use of attention-grabbing celebrity spokespeople may need to be reconsidered—particularly if they are most closely associated with wealth, social status and other self-enhancement values.

The settings in which we interact with people will also remain important. And we will still need to present positive visions that engage and inspire. A values-conscious approach should aim to make these positive visions sustainable, and align them with values that won’t ultimately undermine that vision.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Doesn’t this analysis divide values and people into good and bad? Or even left-wing and right-wing?

Values are not ‘good’ or ‘bad’ in and of themselves. They are each thought to express different needs, and are therefore each necessary for different purposes. Generally speaking, however, the priority we give to some values relative to others is associated with particular social and behavioural outcomes.

None of us can be considered ‘good’ or ‘bad’ as individuals, either. All of us will hold all of the values on the circumplex to some extent. Which of them come to the fore at any given moment will depend on the situation we happen to be in (and this effect will be strengthened over time).

There are a few meaningful associations between values and ideologies, so this connection cannot be entirely dismissed. However, the circumplex cannot simply be mapped onto the political spectrum, and a range of values will inevitably crop up across ideological divisions.

What about speaking to those who are generally motivated by extrinsic concerns?

Everyone holds all of the values on the circumplex, but to differing degrees. Even if a person strongly values power, status or wealth, they will still also hold intrinsic and self-transcendence values. It is therefore possible to engage these values in more extrinsically-oriented people.

Appealing to people with messages highly incongruent with their dominant values can of course sometimes provoke feelings of threat—or simply disinterest—and be dismissed. But sensitivity and creative thinking—particularly in our choices about when, where and how we engage with others—will help us to surmount these barriers.

We have built up relationships with those in positions of power; and we still need to engage those with influence. Aren’t appeals to intrinsic values going to alienate them—or simply fall on deaf ears? And doesn’t this mean we need to appeal to their existing priorities?

As we have suggested above, because of the distinction between behavioural outcomes and underlying motives and values, a person can have achieved a great deal and be in a position of relative power but be primarily motivated by concern for the wellbeing of others. Even if they are highly extrinsically-oriented or more concerned with power itself, since every person holds every value, they may nevertheless respond to sensitively-pitched appeals to intrinsic values.

Nevertheless, in addressing those within institutions constrained from acting in more intrinsically-motivated ways, some will regard choosing to ‘speak their language’ (of economic costs and benefits, for instance) as a tolerable trade-off if it helps to secure significant changes.

This approach may sometimes run the risk of causing collateral damage, however. The kinds of appeals with which powerful groups are surrounded may well ‘trickle down’ through the media. And if policies are rooted in purely economic concerns, the ‘policy feedback’ they generate may help entrench these values even further. To the extent that we can provide countervailing messages, we may be able to help alter these institutional cultures. Alternatively, we may simply choose not to engage, but rather to try to exert external pressure as a strong popular movement.

All these considerations will have to be carefully weighed in such cases.

To read a full list of FAQs, visit valuesandframes.org/faqs
If your organisation or group is interested in holding a workshop, get in touch by visiting valuesandframes.org/workshop: either we can arrange for someone to facilitate or we can provide you with additional materials or advice.

1 What do you value in life?
The concepts, ideals, people, places, or things that are important to you.

2 What issues do you care about?
The issues you think society needs to address, whether in the UK or globally.

3 What does a society that has addressed these challenges value?
Imagine a society that had addressed all of the issues you listed in the previous exercise. What would people living in this society value most and what would they value least? Circle the five most important and five least important opposite, using the definitions on the next page.
### VALUE DEFINITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A Spiritual Life</th>
<th>Emphasis on spiritual not material matters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Varied Life</td>
<td>Filled with challenge, novelty and change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A World at Peace</td>
<td>Free of war and conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A World of Beauty</td>
<td>Beauty of nature and the arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepting My Portion in Life</td>
<td>Submitting to life’s circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambitious</td>
<td>Hard working, aspiring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Exciting Life</td>
<td>Stimulating experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>The right to lead or command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadminded</td>
<td>Tolerant of different ideas and beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capable</td>
<td>Competent, effective, efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choosing Own Goals</td>
<td>Selecting own purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean</td>
<td>Neat, tidy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>Uniqueness, imagination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curious</td>
<td>Interested in everything, exploring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daring</td>
<td>Seeking adventure, risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detachment</td>
<td>From worldly concerns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devout</td>
<td>Holding to religious faith and belief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoying Life</td>
<td>Enjoying food, sex, leisure, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equality</td>
<td>Equal opportunity for all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Security</td>
<td>Safety for loved ones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgiving</td>
<td>Willing to pardon others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom</td>
<td>Freedom of action and thought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>Not being sick physically or mentally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpful</td>
<td>Working for the welfare of others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honest</td>
<td>Genuine, sincere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honouring of Elders</td>
<td>Showing respect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humble</td>
<td>Modest, self effacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Self reliant, self sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influential</td>
<td>Having an impact on people and events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Harmony</td>
<td>At peace with myself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent</td>
<td>Logical, thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyal</td>
<td>Faithful to my friends, group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mature Love</td>
<td>Deep emotional and spiritual intimacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaning in Life</td>
<td>A purpose in life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Avoiding extremes of feeling &amp; action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Security</td>
<td>Protection of my nation from enemies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obedient</td>
<td>Dutiful, meeting obligations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasure</td>
<td>Gratification of desires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politeness</td>
<td>Courtesy, good manners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preserving my Public Image</td>
<td>Protecting my ‘face’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>The right to have a private sphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protecting the Environment</td>
<td>Preserving nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocation of Favours</td>
<td>Avoidance of indebtedness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respect for Tradition</td>
<td>Preservation of time honoured customs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>Dependable, reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self Discipline</td>
<td>Self restraint, resistance to temptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self Respect</td>
<td>Belief in one’s own worth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Indulgent</td>
<td>Doing pleasant things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense of Belonging</td>
<td>Feeling that others care about me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Justice</td>
<td>Correcting injustice, care for the weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Order</td>
<td>Stability of society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Power</td>
<td>Control over others, dominance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Recognition</td>
<td>Respect, approval by others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successful</td>
<td>Achieving goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True Friendship</td>
<td>Close, supportive friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unity with Nature</td>
<td>Fitting into nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wealth</td>
<td>Material possessions, money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisdom</td>
<td>A mature understanding of life</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 How does lived experience influence values?
What strengthens and weakens some of the values you listed as most important and least important to people living in a society addressing the issues you care about? Think of all the different aspects of lived experience. To help, there’s an example below, part-filled with suggestions from some of the workshops we have run.
5 Implications
Thinking about some of the aspects of lived experience identified above, what kind of implications or new points of intervention could be made?

STRENGTHENS

WEAKENS

STRENGTHENS

WEAKENS
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FURTHER READING

Common Cause: The case for working with our cultural values by Tom Crompton, was published in September 2010 by a coalition of NGOs and forms the basis of this handbook. It makes the case that civil society organisations can find common cause in working to strengthen a set of intrinsic values, while working to diminish the importance of extrinsic values. The report highlights some of the ways in which communications, campaigns, and even government policy, inevitably serve to strengthen some values rather than others.

valuesandframes.org/downloads

Finding Frames: New ways to engage the UK public in global poverty by Andrew Darnton and Martin Kirk was published in early 2011. The report explores, from both a theoretical and practical perspective, the dominant values and frames in discourse on global poverty. It aims to address the growing disengagement from international poverty issues and subsequent lack of substantial action in addressing them.

valuesandframes.org/downloads

Living Values: A report encouraging boldness in third sector organisations, as discussed previously (p.42), was published by Community Links in 2006.

btlivingvalues

Michael Sandel’s 2009 Reith Lectures, broadcast on the BBC, cover the moral dimensions of modern politics; in markets, scientific advancement, and civic involvement. Sandel argues for the reframing and renewal of political discourse in line with the democratic values held by society—which include community—feeling, trust and altruism—rather than the ‘values’ and pressures of the market.

bbc.in/mjetfkw

The High Price of Materialism by Tim Kasser, published in 2002, examines the relationship between materialism and other extrinsic goals, and how they seem to be rooted in a sense of threat or insecurity. It explores the negative association between materialism and wellbeing (which even seems to show up in people’s dreams); and between materialism and worse ecological and social outcomes.

amr.to/kasser

Drive: The surprising truth about what motivates us by Dan Pink was published in 2009. It is written as a guide for private sector organisations seeking to motivate their employees; but its findings are applicable far more broadly. Pink delves into the widely-neglected social science literature on human motivation, finding that a sense of purpose and autonomy are key to satisfying and engaging work. Unfortunately, externally-imposed carrots and sticks can undermine these intrinsic motivations—which is why monetary incentives often make us perform worse. Overall, it calls for a ‘renaissance of self-direction’ and the creation of spaces in which to pursue intrinsic goals.

btlydandrive

RSA’s 21st Century Enlightenment Essay by Matthew Taylor was published in 2010, and argues the case for updating the ‘Enlightenment model’ and promoting a more empathic and self-aware society, to increase autonomy and wellbeing.

bt.ly/rsa21st